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2TRAVELSAT© Sentiment Methodology
Social Data and Reviews Analysis for an holistic Reputation Mapping

SOCIAL WEB SENTIMENT CRAWLING

o The “sentiment” reflects the state and dynamic of travel brands’ e-reputation

as expressed in global web social conversations “at large”.

o Shared by medias, consumers, companies, citizens, brands and officials on

websites, forums, blogs & social networks.

o Sentiment is not predictive of travelers’ planning, but a positive e-reputation is

essential to generate favorability towards destinations and travel brands,

particularly in post-crisis management context.

o In the past 12 months, Copenhagen was mentioned 100 000+ times in travel-

related social conversations, generating 1M+ engagements, shared by 24 000+

unique authors across the world.

o Data Type: visitors reviews. Destination reputation is massively driven by visitors

sharing their experiences, fueling the experience-based image of Copenhagen.

o Data Sources listened: 25+ Travel Reviews Websites and OTA platforms.

o Data Scope: reputation data consolidated from 300 cultural and sustainability

experiences in Copenhagen Structured rating and reviews’ sentiment/comments

are tracked and analyzed.

o Data consolidation from the past 2 years so to measure visitors' experience

pre/post Covid (200 000+ reviews collected)

o Benchmarking vs similar types of activities in competitive cities

DESTINATION REVIEWS SENTIMENT CRAWLING

20%
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26%

8%1%
Online News
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Blogs / Forums

Newspaper  /Magazine

TV / Radio

Competitive Destination E-reputation “At large” Competitive Destination E-reputation driven by experience

…
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04 Cultural Social Reputation 25 Sustainability Social Reputation

18 Cultural Visitor Ratings 41 Sustainability Visitor Ratings

45 Take-Aways
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Social Reputation “at large”

Cultural Competitive Analysis



5Intensity and Polarity of Social Conversations

Given the relative sizes’ differences, Copenhagen generates five times less culture-related web social conversations vs average competition set, reaching however a

volume close to Stockholm, Lisbon or Prague. The polarity of culture-related social content is moreover highly positive and competitive.

Copenhagen Key Reputation Scores
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The Sentiment Intensity index measure the relative volume of posts mentioning the destination in relation to the theme, 
compared to the average competition (=100)
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The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of web social conversations in relation to the destination
(% positive - % negative posts)

DESTINATION SENTIMENT INTENSITY INDEX DESTINATION NET SENTIMENT INDEX

Period: Sept. 2020 – Sept. 2021

CULTURE
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Destination sentiment – International Resonance
Places from which social conversations about Copenhagen have been mostly shared

SEPTEMBER 2021
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The Copenhagen cultural resonance spreads globally, with large volumes of social content shared in the US (a usual large social hub) and across Europe, notably in

Germany and Italy. Russia is also high in the ranking. The resonance goes beyond the US and Europe, touching other continents (Asia, South America, Africa…)

Limitations: though Chinese is a language monitored, access to specific national Chinese

social networks are usually restricted then difficult to access via API technology.

CULTURE

TOP 20 PLACES OF COPENHAGEN-CULTURE 
RELATED SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS



7Interest and Polarity of Social Conversations

In Italy, the culture is a massive driver of positive reputation for Copenhagen. The theme generates also a great focus in Germany. Though less dominant in

conversions in Sweden and the UK, the tonality of Culture associated to Copenhagen remains very positive.

Copenhagen Culture Reputation per Markets
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SHARE OF INTEREST FOR COPENHAGEN CULTURE TONALITY OF SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS

Share (%) of Culture in total Copenhagen / Travel Web Social Conversations The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of web social conversations 
in relation to the destination (% positive - % negative posts)

Period: Sept. 2020 – Sept. 2021

CULTURE
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Iconic cultural experiences
What experiences are part of your destination’s DNA?

o Discovering the city where Women International Day has been created 

o Enjoying the “Hygge” Danish concept (with no equivalence!)

o The “woo effect” of street-art while walking around the city (Vesterbro) 

o Enjoying the diverse gastronomic offer as part of the Danish culture

o Spending a night in Villa Copenhagen, an Art hotel (in the former main post 

office) with an impressive art masterpiece collection 

o Discovering one of the rare statues named women in Denmark (Countess 

Danner) 

o Renting a bike in the city to explore its cultural hidden gems

o Enjoying monuments “painted” by the sunrise and sunset

o Visiting the unique Happiness museum 

o Experiencing the “Ownhoteling” concept (hotel for a single guest where 

enjoyment comes from not crossing paths with anyone) at The Darling hotel 

o Admiring Christmas lights in Copenhagen, particularly in Tivoli

o Soon visiting buildings made with mushrooms bricks

o A real Nordic Polar, on the footsteps of Peter Madsen, a Danish inventor

o Seeing Welsh slate from mines (UNESCO Heritage) on Copenhagen City Hall

o Taking the curved Lille Langebro bridge (2020 International Architecture

Award) by bike or walk with the view on the city changing

o Discovering ancient and modern architecture in the same hour

o Seeing two relatives Viking warriors skeletons reunited after more than

1,000 years at Denmark’s National Museum

o Admiring one of the classic Monet’s painting at the Glyptotek Museum

o Taking part in the Copenhagen Lights Festival

o Enjoying a visit in the world’s second-oldest theme park Tivoli, where

Andersen drew inspiration

o Reading the book “A little café in Copenhagen” while in the city

o Listening to the blues and jazz of Billie Holiday sung by Kira Skov at

Copenhagen Jazz Festival

CULTURE
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Iconic cultural experiences
Selection of illustrative web social content CULTURE
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Iconic cultural experiences
Selection of illustrative web social content CULTURE
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Culture Emotional Sentiment DNAs
What distinct emotions drive the destination sentiment?

DISTINCT EMOTIONAL DNAs ASSOCIATED TO THE COPENHAGEN CULTURE

o The culture of happiness

o Love inspired by the architecture

o The unexpected at each corner

o Self-enrichment thanks to art and

culture diversity of the city

o Combined sensorial cultural and food

experiences

o Fostering creativity even for tourists

o Culture of Tolerance (Gay-friendly /

open-minded people…)

CULTURE

o “Hygge” state of mind

o Living a fairy-tale at Tivoli

o Sparkle in the eyes

o Back in childhood with the magical

atmosphere in festive times

o Feeling of freedom, when walking on

the longest pedestrian area in Europe

o Amazed by scenic spots (like swimming

in the harbours’ pools)

Examples of emoticons shared
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Culture Emotional Sentiment DNAs
Selection of illustrative web social content CULTURE
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Culture “Ghost” Ambassadors 
People, brands, companies fueling directly or indirectly the e-reputation of Copenhagen

o Scarlett Johansson, who is originally from Copenhagen

o Radiohead music band, who made sessions of work in Copenhagen

o Margareth II of Denmark, a popular Queen in and outside the country

o The artist A Reason To Travel, originally from Copenhagen

o Tim Schou a Danish singer living in Copenhagen

o Olafur Eliasson, a well-known Icelandic Danish committed artist

o Benedicte Holmboe, a Norwegian knitwear design now working in Copenhagen

o Carlsberg beer brand museum in Copenhagen

o Mathias Jörgensen, former player in Copenhagen FC is an informal ambassador

for the LGBTQIA+ cause in sport

o Copenhagen Documentary Film Festival (CPH:DOX) every year

o Music Confucius Institute that aims to facilitate musical and cultural exchange

between China and Denmark

o … and several innovation start-ups and “labs” settling in Copenhagen

EXAMPLES OF NON-TOURISM AMBASSADORS ALSO SHAPING THE DESTINATION CULTURAL REPUTATION 

Music Confucius Institute

CULTURE
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Culture “Ghost” Ambassadors
Selection of illustrative web social content CULTURE
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Other Copenhagen Positive Sentiment DNAs
Tourism & non-Tourism Contextual drivers influencing Copenhagen sentiment for Culture 

POSITIVE CONTEXTUAL DRIVERS NEGATIVE CONTEXTUAL DRIVERS

o Threat on traditional businesses and meeting places, historically

rich, due to very high cost living in Copenhagen

o The heirs of the artist behind Copenhagen "Little Mermaid" are

suing the small town of Assa over a mermaid statue in their own

harbour, which will have a too close resemblance

o The "Little Mermaid" statue may be disappointing compared to

traveller’s expectations

o Danish colonial past may cause negativity (after throwing a bust

of a former Danish king, the head of the Royal Danish Academy of

Fine Arts was fired) and gives an image of “radicality” abroad

o Least corrupted country in the world

o 2nd happiest country in the world

o Copenhagen named 2023 UNESCO World Capital of Architecture

o Since 10 September, Covid-19 is not considered as critical

disease: borders are reopening and restrictions are ending,

matching back the concept of openness of the destination.

o Future night trains from Paris allowing visitors to come easily

o Innovative companies set in Copenhagen, like Cirqle Biomedical,

strengthening visibility of the city

o Copenhagen recommended for travelling with teenagers

(according to Travel + Leisure Group)

CULTURE
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Other Copenhagen Positive Sentiment DNAs
Selection of illustrative web social content CULTURE
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Copenhagen Cultural Sentiment “Visual DNA”
What does the pictures shared reveal about Copenhagen as a cultural tourism destination? CULTURE

69%

31%
Outdoor

Indoor

Indoor/Outdoor split 
among shared visuals

o Light and outside pictures

o Movements and graphical shapes

o Many portraits with high female presence

o Water / sky reflections

o Buildings with sharp and modern shapes

o Blended arts feeling

o Green elements around cultural sites

o Limited presence of food pictures

Average competitors: 69%

Average 
competitors: 31%
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Visitor Rating and Reviews 

Cultural Competitive Analysis



19Very positive rating, yet below the competition average

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

8,32

8,47

8,50

8,60

8,70

Sweden

Italy

Denmark

UK

Germany

Rating per market
Based on markets with the largest reviews’ count

Overall Rating

90 376 reviews

Visitor Ratings

The overall rating for Cultural activities in Copenhagen is high (9/10), yet below the competition average. Germans and British are the most enthusiast when sharing

their experiences, while Swedish tend to rate lower. Visitor sentiment related to the sanitary safety in cultural attractions is fair but lower vs competitive averages.

Sanitary Safety Score (*) Pandemic Precautions Score (*)

4,8 4,2

(*) Sanitary/Pandemic related scores should be kept above 5/10 for fuelling a positive sentiment to visitors

Benchmark: AVG Score for Amsterdam, Barcelona, London, Berlin, Rome, Prague, Lisbon, Stockholm, Brussels and Dublin

CULTURE

8,98

Market data based on TripAdvisor only

Benchmark 9,21

Benchmark 5,6 Benchmark 4,9



20Reviews’ topic tonality and frequency

Reviews Sentiment
CULTURE

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

Copenhagen delivers its visitors a total cultural experience where the unique “sense-of-place” in integral part of. The attractive visits, personnel engagement,

atmosphere, surrounding and the place of food in culture are competitive assets to build a positive experience. The sentiment of a total experience makes visitors feel

the experience worth it despite relatively high prices. Lower than competitor scores for pandemic precautions alters however the full experience satisfaction.

Benchmark: AVG Score for Amsterdam, Barcelona, London, Berlin, Rome, Prague, Lisbon, Stockholm, Brussels and Dublin

Tonality (/10) Frequency Tonality (/10) Frequency

Interest/Appeal of visit 9,4 34% 9,3 17%

Personnel 9,4 5% 9,2 4%

Value for money 9,3 16% 8,2 21%

Food culture 9,1 13% 9,2 17%

Surrounding Area/Atmosphere 8,9 17% 8,7 10%

Entertainers 8,6 1% 8,4 0%

Light 8,5 1% 7,7 0%

Transport 8,4 3% 8,1 3%

Sound 8,0 1% 7,9 1%

Ticket Office 7,7 1% 6,1 3%

Sanitary Safety 4,8 2% 5,6 4%

Pandemic Precautions 4,2 1% 4,9 4%

Copenhagen - Culture Benchmark
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TOP Quality Performers

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

TOP 20 Stars, Hidden Gems rated by visitors

Cultural Stars and Hidden Gems are quite diverse, with a large share for star outside activities and growing interest for food culture and immersive tours. The list of

stars and hidden gems confirms the diversity of cultural experiences offered to curious visitors driven by special interests.

STARS 
Reviews 
counts

Rating

Frederiksborg Castle 2 289 9,4

Royal Danish Theater (Kongelige Teater) 1 568 9,3

Nyhavn (Area) 1 958 9,3

Det Ny Teater 1 549 9,2

Glyptotekets Have (Museum) 4 982 9,2

Kronborg Slot 3 284 9,2

Rosenborg Castle 2 857 9,1

Botanical Garden 1 780 9,1

Christiansborg Slot 3 994 9,1

Amalienborg 4 722 9,1

HIDDEN GEMS 
Reviews 
counts

Rating

Withlocals.com Private Tours 47 9,8

Politically Incorrect Free Tours 50 9,8

CPH Cooking Class 40 9,7

Saint Ansgar's Cathedral 82 9,5

Enjoy the Tours 61 9,5

Portvinsbaren (Wine bar) 119 9,3

Copenhagen Synagogue 53 9,2

Teatermuseet i Hofteatret 124 9,2

St. Aleksander Nevsky Church 72 9,2

H.C. Andersen Statue 74 9,1

High volume of reviews AND quality Low volume of reviews but high 
quality

CULTURE

Note: the Little Mermaid has a score of 8,1/10 with 6 938 reviews
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Localisation of TOP quality performers

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

TOP 20 Stars, Hidden Gems localisation

Most stars and hidden gems are located in or near the

historic center Indre By, with the exception of the Kronborg

slot and Frederiksborg Castle

CULTURE
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Social reputation “at large”

Sustainability Competitive Analysis
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Copenhagen generates about half of the volume of sustainability-related social conversations compared to the average competitive set, reaching a similar level vs

Brussels and Stockholm. The degree of reputation positivity shows that Copenhagen is a leading city internationally on this theme.

he degree of positivity shows that Copenhagen is among the best-in-class cities on this theme.

SUSTAINABILITY
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DESTINATION NET SENTIMENT INDEX

Period: Sept. 2020 – Sept. 2021

The Sentiment Intensity index measure the relative volume of posts mentioning the destination 
in relation to the theme, compared to the average competition (=100)

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of web social conversations in relation to the destination 
(% positive - % negative posts)

DESTINATION SENTIMENT INTENSITY INDEX

Intensity and Polarity of Social Conversations

Copenhagen Key Reputation Scores
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Destination sentiment – International Resonance
Places from which social conversations about Copenhagen have been mostly shared

SEPTEMBER 2021
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Copenhagen sustainability resonance spreads worldwide with positive reputation shared in the US and in several European markets such as Germany, Sweden, the UK

and Italy. Regular conversations associating sustainability to Copenhagen are also developing in Asia, Brazil and Russia.

Limitations: though Chinese is a language monitored, access to specific national Chinese

social networks are usually restricted then difficult to access via API technology.

SUSTAINABILITY

TOP 20 PLACES OF COPENHAGEN-SUSTAINABILITY 
RELATED SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS



26Interest and Polarity of Social Conversations

1 in 4 social posts linked to Copenhagen in Sweden refers to sustainability, showing a strong focus for this theme compared to other markets when it comes to

mention Copenhagen travel. While sustainability is less dominant in the UK conversations on CPH, sustainability acts there as a highly positive drivers of reputation.

Copenhagen Sustainability Reputation per Markets
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The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of web social conversations in relation to the destination
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Period: Sept. 2020 – Sept. 2021
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SUSTAINABILITY
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Iconic sustainable experiences
What experiences are part of your destination’s DNA?

o An immersive experience for design lovers with "must-see" buildings (ex:

CopenHill, VM houses, Blox etc)

o Swim in the Harbor in summertime or wintertime

o Take a break of the city in CPH-01, the 1st floating island in Copenhagen

(prototype of a future project)

o Experience the cycling Danish spirit and all the developed infrastructure

to ease the cycling life

o Shop sustainable underwear at Woron, ran by Aina and Anya Woron

o Enjoy the coffee sustainable culture of the Nordics

o Shop at IKEA's new store in the heart of Copenhagen and relax on the

green public park rooftop

o Spend a night in a one room hotel floating in Copenhagen harbor, made

of recycled materials

SEPTEMBER 2021

o Spend a night at the Coco Hotel where sustainability is at the heart of

the full guest experience (solar farm, 100% plastic free, sustainable food)

o Take a tour to find the recycled troll sculpture

o Experience a declutter + swap party in Copenhagen

o Rent a cargo bike to discover the city with children

o Dine at Ark, a vegan sustainable and zero waste ideology "that dissolves

stereotypes dans exceeds expectations" part of the Hot List 25th edition

—Condé Nast Traveler’s

o Climb the 279-foot artificial climbing wall at CopenHill, clear power plant

that can power 50,000 homes per year (the structure has also artificial ski

slope, picnic sports and tree-lined hiking path)

o Buy Bybi's honey to support their work to protect the bees and their

social approach to hire refugees

SUSTAINABILITY
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Iconic sustainable experiences 
Selection of illustrative web social content

SEPTEMBER 2021

SUSTAINABILITY
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Iconic sustainable experiences
Selection of illustrative web social content

SEPTEMBER 2021

SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability Emotional Sentiment DNAs
What distinct emotions drive the destination sentiment?

SEPTEMBER 2021

DISTINCT EMOTIONAL DNAs ASSOCIATED TO COPENHAGEN SUSTAINABILITY

o Feeling inspired by the Hygge state-of-mind and its sustainability principles

o Feeling smart in a smart city / feeling included in a social engagement as visitor

o Feeling the “woman power” / the “mother power” (Danish respect home-life!)

o Breathing green even in a big city thanks to all the parks and green transport habits

o Feeling relaxed / atmosphere of “slow-life” that favors disconnection

o Challenging oneself like a Danish swimming in the Harbor in wintertime

o Feeling the pride of acting sustainably day-to-day when visiting Copenhagen

o Getting satisfaction of being an actor in a city internationally famous for its

sustainability

o Feeling respect in a tolerant city

SUSTAINABILITY

Examples of emoticons shared
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Sustainability Emotional Sentiment DNAs
Selection of illustrative web social content

SEPTEMBER 2021

SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability “Ghost” Ambassadors 
People, brands, companies fueling directly or indirectly the e-reputation of Copenhagen

SEPTEMBER 2021

EXAMPLES OF NON-TOURISM AMBASSADORS ALSO SHAPING THE DESTINATION SUSTAINABLE REPUTATION 

SUSTAINABILITY

o Pandora, Danish company based in Copenhagen stopping mined diamonds

o Thomas Dambo, upcycling Danish artist creator of the giant troll sculptures

o Bjarke Ingels, Danish starchitect imagining Telosa, the city of the future, that

aim to become the most sustainable city in the world

o Cofoco (Copenhagen Food Collective) a community of restaurants and

hotels gather to integrate sustainability within their working process:

minimizing food waste, Danish filtered tap water, organic food, partners that

prioritize animal welfare, solar farm (which cover all their electricity)

o Bybi, urban beekeepers of Copenhagen aiming to cultivate and regenerate

system for bees, flowers and humans to live together and employing

refugees

o MAD Academy in Copenhagen aims to inspire chefs, cooks, servers and

eaters to create sustainable change in cooking sphere

o DFDS (Danish naval company) working on a hydrogen-powered ferry for

Oslo-Copenhagen route

o Copenhagen Fashion Week looking to change the way the event is executed

by becoming more sustainable (ex: end of single-use plastic bottle, plastic

hangers to become forbidden etc.)

o Pernille, sustainable living Instagram influencer living in Copenhagen

(website: https://sustainimalism.com)

o 3 Days of Design, design event where recycling materials are presented (ex:

stools featuring composites of recycled grain from Carlsberg beer production

and plastic reclaimed from insulin pens by Mater brand)

o Researchers at the University of Copenhagen working on a project to

invent a completely new category of vegan protein

o Christian Puglisi, a Danish chef and owner of several restaurants in

Copenhagen (including the only certified organic Michelin Star restaurant,

Relæ), advocate for food biodiversity and founded the Farm of Ideas, a

small-scale agricultural operation that provides food for Pugalisi’s

restaurants

https://sustainimalism.com/
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Sustainability “Ghost” Ambassadors 
Selection of illustrative web social content

SEPTEMBER 2021

SUSTAINABILITY
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Sustainability “Ghost” Ambassadors 
Selection of illustrative web social content

SEPTEMBER 2021

SUSTAINABILITY
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Other Copenhagen Positive Sentiment DNAs
Tourism & non-Tourism Contextual drivers influencing Copenhagen sentiment for Sustainability 

SEPTEMBER 2021

POSITIVE CONTEXTUAL DRIVERS NEGATIVE CONTEXTUAL DRIVERS

o The artificial island project off Copenhagen to protect the city from the

rising waters criticised by environmentalists due to its ecological impacts

o Copenhagen mayor facing sexual harassment accusations causing

discrepancies vs woman respect DNA of the city

o Copenhagen bans e-scooter from city center because of too numerous

accident even though this transportation is popular among tourists

o The will of Copenhagen to be Carbon neutral by 2025

o Copenhagen ranks 2021 safest cities in the World, the city overlooks in the

"environmental security" pillar (one of the 5 pillars composing the index)

o Cooperation between Denmark and China at the 3rd China International

Import Expo gives opportunity to feature Danish organic food

o Copenhagen has decided to build infrastructure encouraging and rewarding

cycling: road, rubbish bins, cycle superhighways, footrests etc.

o New night rail itinerary as part of the revival of the night train in Europe,

between Stockholm, Berlin and Copenhagen to ease the access to the city

but with sustainable transportation

o Closing of the World's largest fur auction house after minks cull

o The future opening of Bella Arena, to receive more international events but

still with a focus on sustainability and circularity

SUSTAINABILITY
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Other Copenhagen Positive Sentiment DNAs
Selection of illustrative web social content SUSTAINABILITY

SEPTEMBER 2021
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Copenhagen Sustainability Sentiment “Visual DNA”
What does pictures shared reveal about Copenhagen as a sustainable destination?

80%

20%

Outdoor

Indoor

Indoor/Outdoor split 
among shared visuals

o Extreme diversity in topics associated to
sustainability (transports, architecture, food,
events, way of life…)

o Infusion of sustainability in the everyday life

o A sentiment of visual modernity

o Cycling and slow/green transportation

o Strong visual presence of parks, trees, CopenHill,
future buildings with trees …

o The water presence is very iconic of the theme

o Many faces incarnating sustainability

o Technologies and futurism

Average competitors: 73%

Average 
competitors: 27%

SUSTAINABILITY
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Visitor Rating and Reviews 

Sustainability Competitive Analysis
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Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

8,11

8,13

8,16

8,27

8,76

Sweden

Denmark

Italy

Germany

UK

Rating per market
Based on markets with the largest reviews’ count

SUSTAINABILITY

High reputation for Sustainability experiences, though slightly below the benchmark

Visitor ratings

Copenhagen ratings on sustainability activities are very positive though slightly below the competitive average. British visitors are the most delighted with their

experiences, Swedish and Danish rate lower. Alike for Culture reviews, Sanitary and Pandemic Precautions scores are below the vigilance point of 5/10.

Sanitary Safety Score (*) Pandemic Precautions Score (*)

4,1 4,3

Overall Rating Sustainability CPH

8,80

68 479 reviews

Benchmark 8,97

Benchmark 5,5 Benchmark 4,4

(*) Sanitary/Pandemic related scores should be kept above 5/10 for fuelling a positive sentiment to visitors

Benchmark: AVG Score for Amsterdam, Barcelona, London, Berlin, Rome, Prague, Lisbon, Stockholm, Brussels and Dublin



40SUSTAINABILITYReviews’ topic tonality and frequency

Reviews Sentiment

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

Alike for cultural attractions, the overall sense of place and atmosphere plays a great role in sustainable experiences which touches various facets of the visitor

journey (food, accommodation, transport…). However, some negative reviews related to the hygiene and sanitary safety for accommodation creates a discrepancy

with the sustainability promise, impacting the overall value for money perceptions.

Tonality (/10) Frequency Tonality (/10) Frequency

Food relatated 9,3 30% 9,2 28%

Accommodation related 7,6 17% 8,4 13%

Surrounding area 9,1 10% 8,9 6%

Value for money 7,9 9% 8,6 7%

Personnel 9,3 9% 9,5 11%

Interest/Appeal of visit 9,3 5% 9,7 15%

Hygiene 8,3 3% 9,0 2%

Transport related 8,4 3% 8,3 2%

Housekeeping 9,0 2% 9,4 2%

Atmosphere 9,5 2% 9,3 1%

Sound 5,0 2% 5,8 1%

Light 8,7 1% 8,9 1%

Sanitary Safety 4,1 1% 5,5 2%

Entertainment Value 2,7 1% 3,2 2%

Pandemic Precautions 4,3 1% 4,4 1%

Copenhagen - Sustainability Benchmark
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STARS 
Reviews 
counts

Rating

Marv & Ben (Restaurant) 718 9,5

Ark (Restaurant) 766 9,2

Reffen (Quick bites) 2 897 9,1

Sydhavnstippen (Park) 707 9,1

Botanical Garden 1 780 9,1

GoBoat (Driven boats) 647 9,1

Amager Fælled (Nature reserve) 604 9,1

Tivoli Gardens 16 149 9,1

Oerstedsparken 2 789 9,0

La Banchina 686 9,0

HIDDEN GEMS 
Reviews 
counts

Rating

Copenhagen By Mie & Friends 
(Private tours)

217 10,0

Segway Cruise Copenhagen 162 9,9

Res-Res (Sustainable fashion) 40 9,9

People Like Us (Danish craft brewing) 49 9,6

Forgotten Giants (Woods sculptures) 87 9,5

Nova Experiences Copenhagen (Tours) 64 9,4

Be A Wear (Sustainable fashion) 45 9,4

Gågrøn (Green shop) 41 9,2

LØS market (Zero waste store) 102 9,2

Restaurant Radio 245 9,0

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

SUSTAINABILITYTOP 20 Stars, Hidden Gems rated by visitors

TOP Quality Performers

Sustainable Stars and Hidden Gems are very diverse: tours, shopping, brewing, art, restaurant, parks, markets and museums, showing to visitors the wide spectrum

the city has to offer in terms of sustainability.

High volume of reviews AND quality Low volume of reviews but high quality
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Localisation of TOP quality performers

Period: Oct. 2019 – Oct 2021

TOP 20 Stars, Hidden Gems localisation

Most stars are located in the city center, whereas

several hidden gems are out of the mainstream

paths possibly encouraging visitors to explore

remote places and communities in the city.

SUSTAINABILITY
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Take-Aways
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1) Although culture in Copenhagen generates lower volumes of conversations compared to average competition, the polarity remains highly positive and competitive.

2) The Copenhagen culture is a great driver of international reputation for the city, particularly in Germany and Italy.

3) Conversations shared about culture in Copenhagen are very diverse and confirm the large potential of the destination on this segment: modern/original architectures,

diversity of art (paintings, music, street-art etc.) and a unique “Danish art of living” infused in the culture (Hygge, Happiness Museum, lifestyle, design, gastronomy…).

4) Named the 2nd happiest in the world, Copenhagen is legitimate for creating itineraries around this DNA: beside the museum of Happiness, a “Hygge” path to immerse

the visitors in this totally unique concept that fits very well the post-Covid era and consumer expectations.

5) Copenhagen culture makes visitors feel positive emotions as the self-enrichment thanks to culture diversity, boosting its creativity and a feeling of tolerance and

freedom surely supported by Hygge state-of-mind.

6) Food is an integral part of Copenhagen culture. This theme has however a limited presence in social conversations while many hidden gems experiences exist. It is

suggested to foster further partnerships with restaurants offering cultural component (chef stories, cooking classes, picturesque decors…) share pictures of their work,

encouraging visitors to share specific hashtag and pictures, or using more of culinary influencers.

7) The destination can take advantage of its non-tourism ambassadors and their influence to promote/communicate on specific themes/niches: for example, Tim Schou

promoting music festivals, Olafur Eliasson (architect) “sponsoring” Copenhagen Capital of Architecture for 2023 etc.

8) The destination is recommended for teenagers, providing opportunities to promote atypical cultural activities using dedicated social media (TikTok…) and influencers.

9) Copenhagen has several hidden gems near stars, a great competitive asset for maximising the city breakers’ experiences able to enjoy bucket list” mist-see” and

unexpected cultural attractions “around the corner” in a relatively small geographical area and short period.

10) In overall, Copenhagen has all competitive assets to attract the culturally curious travellers looking for sense of place and open mindset when travelling abroad.

Key learning – Copenhagen Culture  
Summarizing Copenhagen competitive perception

CULTURE
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1) Copenhagen generates about half of the volume of sustainability-related social conversations compared to the average competitive set, reaching a similar level vs

Brussels and Stockholm. The degree of reputation positivity shows that Copenhagen is a leading city internationally on this theme.

2) Copenhagen is naturally linked to sustainability in global social conversations, in and outside Europe.

3) Conversations’ content shows sustainability is part of the city DNA and touches diverse verticals: restaurants, hotels, transportation, architecture, culture, social

engagement, business… Sustainability is also reinforced through the Hygge state-of-mind and its slow-life philosophy.

4) As sustainability is tangible among several Copenhagen facets, visitors feel positive emotions as pride of being a sustainable actor while visiting, feeling respect and

the slow-life sense of place. The “cycling religion” or anecdotal yet powerful “swimming in the harbour” add on the positive reputation.

5) The destination benefits from non-tourism sustainable ambassadors (some also having a footprint in culture). For example, Bjarke Ingels (architect), Thomas Dambo

(upcycling artist), Christian Puglisi (chef and owners of several restaurants). This natural intertwining should encourage the fostering of collaboration between both

culture and sustainability actors and beyond, between, all actors of the sustainability chain.

6) As culture and sustainability are blended across several verticals and places (Tivoli Garden, Botanic Garden etc), it offers opportunity of developing further “sustainable

itineraries”. This can maximise the experience and spend of regenerative travellers who care about their impact when visiting.

7) Copenhagen is ranked the safest city in the world and overperform in the “environmental security” pillar. In a Covid time where consciousness about environment is

growing, the city could share its good practices to visitors through group activities (ex: special “give back to the city” tours).

8) As sustainable hidden gems are not in the city center, opportunities exist to spread visitors in less-known areas with high quality sustainable experiences. Visiting less

touristy places is aligned with the sustainable engagement and new gems can help fostering this important aspect.

9) Copenhagen is very legitimate for sustainability experience yet does not completely fulfil the expectation with some adjustments required within accommodation

vertical and the overall hygiene perceptions. Visitors have extremely high expectations towards the city, particularly in Covid times.

Key learning – Copenhagen Sustainability  
Summarizing Copenhagen competitive perception

SUSTAINABILITY


